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CPower Team Member Interviews  
Executive Summary 

How will use the information from this document? 
Understanding how CPower works by listening to the unfiltered words of its team members is an 
important way to learn about the company, its strengths, and weaknesses. The conclusions from 
these interviews will be used to fine tune our sales process and customer experience. We will 
also use the information attained to help with our company storytelling as well as with CPower’s 
cultural development.   

Grownman Brand engaged in a series of interviews of CPower team members from the 
following CPower offices: 
Baltimore 
New York 
Kennett Square 
Boston 

Interviews lasted from 45 minutes to 2 hours depending on participants’ availability and 
covered a range of topics including:  
1. The CPower Sales Process  
2. Tools 
3. The Customer Journey 
4. CPower’s Brand 
5. CPower’s Value 
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Sales Process 
Currently, leads come primarily from existing sales and industry relationships or networking, and they aren’t 
tracked or recorded through any formalized process.  There’s a lot of anecdotal lore about where they come 
from and what happens to them, and there may be some individuals using parts and pieces of a CRM, but there 
doesn’t seem to be systematic utilization of CRM.  There also seems to be some confusion or disagreement as to 
what constitutes a lead vs an opportunity vs a prospect. 
There does seem to be general agreement that a lot of business comes from existing relationships with 
customers or industry partners and referrals from both, and that these are much more productive areas to 
prospect than cold calling or list mining.  The prevailing process is an initial phone call to try and set up a face to 
face meeting, then a discussion and presentation of offerings using various materials that aren’t standardize or 
segmented.  The need for basic education about DR in these meetings was often mentioned, particularly with 
new prospects. 

Tools 
There seems to be widespread use of email as a primary form of communication, both with existing customers 
and throughout the sales process.  There seem to be some sales materials that exist - mostly in the form of ppt 
presentations or snapshots - that have been distributed to different areas and used as a basis for sales 
presentations to explain DR and various program offerings.  They may not all be CPower branded.    
There is reference to different “stories” or “hooks,” but each group seems to have their own methods and 
materials for communicating those stories.  When presented with the possibility of having a content hub or a 
repository of materials that could be used conveniently and instantly at different stages of the sales process, a 
lot of people applauded the idea.  The contract process and reporting were also areas where many agreed that 
better communication and some standardization would be very helpful.
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Customer Interaction: 
There was general agreement that there are handoffs from sales to engineering/operations during a 
customer lifecycle, and that communication is key during these handoffs.  There were examples of 
miscommunication where sales would tell a customer something that either wasn’t communicated or wasn’t 
deliverable by operations.  All agreed that communicating expectations to the customer and followup were 
key to good relationships.   
It was mentioned that, “keeping the customer appraised of progress. keeping them informed of how well 
they’re doing with the program and and making them feel like they are being paid attention to, not just ‘sign 
the contract and disappear’” were all important to maintaining the relationship. 
There was also talk about the culture and sales process of CPower being helpful rather than pushy, and that 
the value of maintaining good relationships was in building good word of mouth and referrals. 

Customer Empathy 
A lot of the discussion around customer empathy centered around expectations.  What a customer expected 
to be paid vs what they actually realized from the program and how communications effected those 
expectations.  Education and understanding the customers level of program involvement was key to 
managing expectations.  
Also mentioned were the different motivations of different customers.  Some were motivated to participate 
in DR programs strictly for the monetary returns, others were more motivated by the social aspects of 
contributing to the community and helping relieve pressure on the grid.  Understanding these motivations 
helps everyone from sales to operations understand the customer and create a better relationship. 
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CX 
Overall, there seems to be an inconsistency in communications throughout the customer journey.  There was 
general confusion over materials used in the sales process, estimating, on boarding and welcome packet, and 
agreement that that there was no formalized process or standardization for these materials.  Some groups seems 
to have better consistency, but its apparent that company wide there is a lot of difference in the customer 
experience. 
There was also discussion about the need for a customer portal where contracts, performance reports, monitoring 
and program information could be accessed by the customer.  Several groups also mentioned that the 
expectations set in the sales process didn’t always match what the customer ultimately experienced operationally.  
Again, setting and fulfilling expectations and consistent communication throughout the Customer Experience 
were mentioned as areas that could use improvement. 

CPOWER brand 
Whether CPower is a commodity or service based business seems to cause some debate.  There was general 
agreement that customers didn’t have a good idea of who CPower was.  This was attributed to name changes, 
different names on contracts vs. sales materials and legacy customers that still remember the old CPower and 
didn’t fully understand who acquired whom to form the new CPower Corp. 
Overall, there doesn’t seem to be strong brand recognition for CPower, and what recognition there is is diluted by 
the previous company or relationships with Enerwise or Comverge.   
There was a lot of positive sentiment expressed for what Partners thought of the company and the brand, but 
general agreement that the brand story hadn’t been and isn’t being told very well. 
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VirtuWatt 
VirtuWatt seems to be a valuable tool for customers, but there was a lot of confusion over whether it 
was something customers had to pay for, and whether it was sold as being included with the program 
or an added expense.  In some markets it was mandatory in order to provide reporting, but whether it 
was being wrapped into the program or communicated as an expense. 
There was also a lot of discussion about improvements to VirtuWatt that are either in the works or 
need to be in order to make it a true differentiator.  People that were on the VirtuWatt team admitted 
they didn’t fully understand how it works, so education is definitely needed.  Some people also felt 
that the name needed to be changed, and that it was a good time to do that before the next iteration 
of VirtuWatt comes out in November. 

CRM: 
It seems that very few people truly know the capabilities of the CRM and even fewer utilize it in a way 
that makes it effective.  There is general agreement that a robust CRM populated with accurate data 
is desirable, but at the same time there seems to be resistance to inputting the data if it requires more 
work.  There was a lot of discussion about information formally being stored on spreadsheets that 
needed to be migrated to the CRM, but no one seemed to be sure of who is doing that or the 
integrity of that data. 
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NAME: 
Similar to the lack of recognition for what the CPower brand stands for, there seems to be a lot of 
confusion caused by the name.  There was general agreement that going back to the legacy name 
cause confusion among customers that remembered the old company.  Customers also get literature 
and materials from Enerwise, which causes further confusion.  Overall, there was agreement that 
CPower didn’t have meaning for people, wasn’t the best name and should be changed sooner rather 
than later  

What do we sell? 
Again, a lot of confusion and disagreement as to what CPower sells.  Some said it was strictly DR, while 
others argued that CPower is does much more and is an energy management company.  Load response, 
energy efficiency as well as demand side were all terms mentioned as core business offerings.  Most people 
had trouble stating succinctly what CPower does. 
There was also discussion about different explanations for different sophistication levels among customers, 
but the confusion and disagreement over what CPower’s core business is points clearly to a need for a 
strong brand story and a succinct definition of service offerings. It’s a complex offering, and there seem to 
be regional differences in terminology, but there needs to be a simple, repeatable explanation of what the 
company sells. 

Transcriptions of complete (or condensed) interviews are available on request.   


